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1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach space with norm I. A sub-
set A of XX is said to be w-accretive i r(x--x, y-y)q-colx-xl is
non-negative for every [x, y] e A, i=l, 2, where rx, y)----inf,>0
+,Yl--lx]) or x, y e X.

Consider the following Cauchy problem
(1) du/dt+Au O, O<__tT, u(O)--x.
According to Bnilan [1], a continuous unction u" [0, T)X is called
an integral solution of type w (or simplicity an w-integral solution) of
(1), if it satisfies u(O)-x and

(2) e-st lu(t)--ul--e lu(s)--ul e r(u(a)--u, --v)da

for every [u, v] e A and 0__< s_< t T.
Concerning the existence of an o-integral solution o (1) in a

general Banach space, sufficient conditions were given by Crandall and
Liggett [4], Bnilan [1], Y. Kobayashi [5] and Pierre [8]. Some
them were then applied by Brezis and Pazy [3], Kurtz [6], Miyadera
and Kobayashi [7] and others to obtain convergence and approxima-
tion theorems for the semigroups corresponding to w-integral solutions.

In this paper we deal with some problems of similar nature, but
in a slightly different manner. Our method does not depend upon any
theorem on generation of nonlinear semigroups. Instead, we make
use of a necessary condition for an X-valued function to be an -integral
solution of (1) (Lemma 1). Assuming the existence of an w-integral
solution u(t) of (1), we estimate the error of it, the difference between
u(t) and its approximation throughout. Our results, the statements
of which appear somewhat complicated, still include most of the results
obtained by the previous authors.

2. The main theorems. Let (An=l be a sequence o subsets
cX X. By LimAA we mean that A converge to A in the sense
of Kurtz [6], that is, for every [u, v] e A there exist [u, v] e A such
that lim (I u--ul +ivy-- v I) O.

We first study a relation between the convergence of -integral
solutions u(t) of the Cauchy problems
( 1 ) du/dt+Anu O, O<=t T, u(O)=x
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and the convergence of A and Xn.
Theorem 1. Let {A}__ beasequenceof o-accretivesets XX.

Suppose that LimAA, limx-x and o<=oo, n-l, 2, ....
If o-integral solutions u(t) of (1)n and an w-integral solution

u(t) of (1) exist, then it holds that
lim sup lu(t)--u(t)l

<=2e
k=l kl

+ e t-for any xoeX, ([.x, y]}cA, (2}=(0, 1/0) [u, v]eA and re[0, T),
where w0=Max (0, w) and --Max.

Remark. This theorem implies that u(t) converge to u(t) uni-
formly on [0, T) if x belongs to D(A) and A generates a semigroup in the
sense of [4] or [5]. In [3] and [7] not only A but A were assumed to
generate semigroups.

Our second theorem extends, a result in [7].
Theorem 2. Let (An)=l be a sequence of w-accretive sets cX X

and (U}= be a sequence of lipschitz operators" D(A)X with con-
stants MI satisfying R(I+hA)UnD(A) for a (hn}= such that

h O. Suppose that Lira (An+(I-- Un)/hn)A, D(A) xx and
Max (0, )+(M-- 1) /h gw, n-- 1, 2, .. If an w-integral solution u(t)
of (1) exists, then

lim sup

N2et Ix-ul+ 2 (1-2w)-1 IXo-UI+ [x + 2y-x_l]
k=l k=l

+e t- ++t Iv
k=l k=l

holds for any Xo e X, ([x, y]}A, {}=c(0, l/w) [u, v] A and
t e [0, T), where -Max.

Corollary. Let A be an w-accretive set XX and F(h), hO
be a family of contractions" D(A)X satisfying R(I+ hA) F(h)D(A)
for small hO. Suppose that B is single valued with D(B)D(A) and
that limoh-l(I--F(h))u=Bu for every ueD(A). If A+B generates
a semigroup in the sense of Kobayashi for example, then the unique
w-integral solution e-t(A+S)x Of du/dt+(A+B)uO, Ot, u(O)
=x e D(A) is approximated as

e-t(+’)x-lim ((I + hA)-F(h)}[t/]x,

where the limit is uniform on any bounded t-intervals[O, ).. The proof of the results. Hereare our keylemmas. Theorem
1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 1, and Theorem 2 ollows from
Lemmas 1 and 2. The proof is quite similar to that in [7]. There-
fore, in this section we confine ourselves to proving the lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let A XXX be oo-accretive. If an (o-integral solu-
tion u(t) of (1) exists, then it satisfies

lu(t)-x,,l<=e [x-ul+ (1-ko)0)-1

(3)

k=l k=l

for any Xo e X, {[x, y]} A, {}P=I (0, 1/o) [u, v] e A and t e [0, T).
Remark. This lemma is a generalization of the approximation

theorem by Brezis and Pazy [2]. Moreover, (3) suggests a direct and
simple proof of uniqueness and continuous dependance on the initial
value of the w-integral solution of (1) under a certain restriction on A.
The well-known Bnilan’s method was rather technical and com-
plicated. It is also to be noted that this lemma remains true even if
the w-accretiveness of A is replaced by the condition that r(x--x, Yl)
+y+x--x is non-negative for [x, y] e A, i-l, 2.

Proof. We will show that u(t) satisfies.
4 ) ]u(t)--u]ge [x--u +et ]v,

e- u(t)--x][x--u]+ E (1--0)-
k=l k=l

+ lu()--x_l da, i--l, ..., m,
where w=w-1/2. If (4) and (5) are true, (3) can easily be proved by
induction with the aid of a simple inequality

C+ e/(( C+ h) +)/g e"((t C) + it)/, t 0

for every h,
Now, (4) is clear from (2). Dealing wih (2) again, we obtain

e- lu(t)-ul--e u(s)-u

---I: 1 I e_r(u(a) u, u(a) u_ hv)da,
h

which is, as is easily verified, equivalent to
e-(-/)t [u(t)-u]-e-(-/) ]u(s)-u]

l Ite-(-/)r(u(a)--u,u(a)--u--hv)da (h>O)
-h

Applying this inequality, we have
e-t [u(t)--x[[x--x[+(1--2w)- [x+2y--x_ (e-’t-- 1)

he -aeereiveness

++-_
and herefore

Ix-xllx-ul+
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Combining (6) and (7), we have (5). Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Let AX><X be (o-accretive and U be a lipschitz

operator" D(A)-X with constant M >= 1 satisfying R(I + hA) UD(A)
for h e (0, 1/o).

Then it holds that
Ix--{(I+ hA)-V}x <= (1-- hoo)-M

( 8 +
k=l h

+ (1-hw0)-M
k=l k=l h

r-0, 1,
for any Xo e X, {[x, y]}%cA, {}=c (0, 1/0) [u, v] e A and x e D(A),
where w=Max (0, w+(M--1)/h) and =Max.

Proof. In view
-(]

r(x- x, y+ ((I- u) /h)x)
h- x--x] --r(x--x, --y--h-x + h-Ux)+r(x--x, y-- y),

we find that
( + h--w2h) [x--
or every [x, y] and [x, y] e A. Making use of this, we obtain
( 9 (+h--w]h) x--{I+hA)-U}xl

2M ]x--{(I + hA)-U}-xl+ h ]x_--{(I+ hA)-U}xi

(10)
+ (1-- hwo)-M]hlv + ((I-- U)/h)u].

On the other hand, recalling the proof of (7), we have

(11) h

=(0, ), (i, 0) respectively. By means of (9) he lemma can be roved
by induction as in [g]. .N.D.

Example due to Kobaashi. Kobayashi informed us, among other
things, of the following meaningful example concerning heorem 1"

Le X be the real line and consider he subsets. A ={[, 1]" z0}u

{[0, 0]} and A {[z, 1]’z>0}u{[0,1/]},=l, 2,... of XxX. Clearly
A and A are accretive (0-aeeretive) and LimADA holds. he Cauehy
roblems (1) with (0)=0 admi 0-integral solutions (t) =0 and v(t)
=--t/, and A fail o generate semigroups of any type ever known.

Nevertheless., both (t) and v(t) surely converge to the unique
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strong solution u(t) =0 of (1) with the initial value 0 uniformly on [0, T).
The author would like to thank Prof. Y. Kobayashi for his kind

advices.
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